Eyes – To diminish dark circles and firm-up the area around the eyes while erasing crinkly skin
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Part #1- To diminish dark circles, diminish eye-bags and firm up the crinkly skin around the eyes

Step #1

Step #2

1. Rub moisturizer or oil into the skin all around the eyes.
2. Contract the bottom eyelids
3. Place your middle fingertips in the inner corners of
your eyes and slide. Use a gentle pressure when sliding!
Beware not to push too hard.

4. Using firm, yet gentle pressure, slide
your fingers to the outer corners of your
eyes, keeping your bottom eyelid in
contraction the whole time. Your touch
should be on the lighter side as you slide!

Step #3
5. Release contracting your eyes and slide your fingertips all across the
upper eyelid, just under the brow and ending at the inner corner of the eyes.
Slide your fingertips around the eyes contracting the bottom eyelids and releasing the contraction when sliding
across the upper eyelid
• Perform 10 slides contracting the muscles and sliding from the corner of the eyes to the outside of the
eyes and releasing the muscle contraction Step #1 & #2
• Slide from the outside of the eyes across the upper eyelid to the inner corner of the eyes Step #3
• Repeat this full slide around the eyes for a total of 10 slides
• Reverse the direction by placing your fingertips on the outer corner of the eyes
• Contract the lower eyelid muscles and slide to the inner corner of your eyes
• Release the contraction and slide from the inner corner of the eyes to the outer corner of the eyes along
the upper eyelid, just below the brows
• Repeat this full slide around the eyes for a total of 10 slides
You have now made a total of 20 slides. 10 in one direction and 10 in the opposite direction.
Perform once in the morning and once in the evening until you start to see improvement and then perform less
often. ALWAYS moisturize first! Beware to use a gentle, yet firm pressure when sliding around the eyes!
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